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About Us
Nearly all forests across the globe are inhabited. The peoples who live there have
customary rights and have developed ways of life and traditional knowledge that
are attuned to their forest environments. Yet, forest policies commonly treat forests
as empty lands controlled by the state and available for development, colonisation,
logging, plantations, dams, mines, oil wells, gas pipelines and agribusinesses.
These encroachments often force peoples out of their forest homes. Many
conservation schemes to establish wilderness reserves also deny forest peoples’
rights. FPP supports forest peoples and indigenous organisations to promote an
alternative vision of how forests should be managed and controlled, based on
respect for the rights of the peoples who know them best.

Vision
Forests are owned and controlled by forest peoples in ways that ensure sustainable
livelihoods, equity and well-being based on respect for their rights, knowledge,
cultures and identities.

Mission
Forest Peoples Programme supports the rights of peoples who live in forests and
depend on them for their livelihoods. We work to create political space for forest
peoples to secure their rights, control their lands and decide their own futures.

Strategies
1

Forest Peoples Programme

 upporting and advancing the exercise of self-determination
S
by indigenous and forest peoples by strengthening community governance,
mobilisation and representation, and the creation and use of political spaces
where indigenous and forest peoples’ voices can be heard.
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2

Ensuring access to justice by developing and using accountability and
redress mechanisms in both public and private institutions that are directly
accessible to indigenous and forest peoples and their communities.

3

Partnered advocacy towards legal and policy reform
and the development of best practice and standards consistent with indigenous
and forest peoples’ rights in international law.

4

Networking, sharing information and building solidarity
for coordinated action among a wide range of actors.
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Our Message
2016 was a year of political turmoil, including close to
home for the Forest Peoples Programme as the UK voted
to leave the European Union. This creates a period of
uncertainty, reflecting broader global trends that seem
to pull away from multilateral action and international
solidarity, even as the climate crisis deepens and global
inequality calls out for stronger cooperation.
The work that FPP does shows a different picture of
partnership, support and solidarity. The publication of Our
Land, Our Life this year was a result of close partnership
with the Amerindian Peoples Association stretching
back to the late 1990s, and a ground-breaking study on
the lack of tenure security for indigenous communities
in Guyana. This decades-long partnership reflects the
underlying philosophy of FPP, implemented by nearly 50
staff members working with partners in 20 countries: that
sustained solidarity and support for specific struggles are
the most effective pathway to enduring change.
Ensuring that global funding and policy processes are
responsive to the realities of local situations is critical, and
nowhere more so than in climate financing. Our work in
South Sumatra with HaKI demonstrates how international
climate finance funding can be applied to solving local
problems and support land tenure reforms to reinforce
customary rights.
However, the continuing forced eviction of the Sengwer
people by the government of Kenya tells a different story
of the potential implications of climate finance incentives.
Our ongoing advocacy work with the Green Climate Fund
and the World Bank seeks to join up these local realities
with the policy arenas in which key decisions are being
made.
Ensuring that the voices of our partners, indigenous
peoples’ representatives, and forest communities are heard
is a central principle of the policy work that we engage in.
A delegation of indigenous leaders and land defenders
visiting European capitals in May 2016 highlighted the
importance of speaking the truth of local realities to those
able to exert influence. Similarly, the voices of indigenous
communities from throughout the world were reflected in
our landmark publication Local Biodiversity Outlooks.

Louise Henson
Managing Director and
Management Lead

Helen Tugendhat
Operations Lead

Sustained change invariably hinges on reform in national
level laws and policies, as well as working to promote the
rule of law so that rights can be enjoyed and violations
remedied. FPP continues to be called on by partners
to support them in legal reform of land laws in several
countries, including Cameroon, Indonesia and Kenya, and
asked to represent and support communities take their
land struggles to national and international courts and
make strategic use of non-judicial complaints mechanisms.
Sharing knowledge of the global human rights framework
is key to helping partners shape their national advocacy
strategies towards furthering the enjoyment of human
rights in their countries. Training events were held across
the countries in which we work. Of particular note were
the ones on the gender dimensions of collective tenure in
Cameroon, the practical application of the principle of free,
prior and informed consent in the context of palm oil in
Liberia, and Asia regional training on human rights norms
for business.
In the face of global uncertainty, we reaffirm our belief
in the fact that real, sustained change comes from
relationships, partnerships and solidarity built over the
long term. We celebrate with our partners the many
indicators of real change at the local level we saw in 2016:
the passage of the Community Land Act in Kenya; the start
of formal land talks in Guyana between the government
and the South Rupununi District Council towards secure
titles; the land titles finally issued for the Korin Bari in Peru;
the government of Costa Rica signing agreements with
the Bribri and Teribe indigenous peoples to implement
precautionary orders issued by the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights in 2015 and elaborate
a national plan to remove illegal occupants in their
territories; and in Bangladesh the inclusion of the Munda
people of the Sundarbans on the government’s list of
registered fisherfolk, an important step of legal and social
recognition achieved through persistent advocacy by the
Adibasi Munda Unnayan Samity.
We would also like to record our huge gratitude to Saskia
Ozinga and Chad Dobson who served as Trustees for
us for many years and who left our Board in 2016. Their
thoughtful guidance, strategic input and careful oversight
of the development of our work programmes over the
past decades has been enormously appreciated by all staff,
and we miss their humour, warmth and – occasionally –
impatience, which served us so well.

Fiona Cottrell
Finance Lead

Tom Lomax
Strategy Lead
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Effective advocacy depends in large part on the strength
of partnerships. In 2016, FPP supported links between
organisations in Southeast Asia fighting land grabs
associated with oil palm expansion and communities
in Liberia experiencing the expansion of the same
industry in their lands. Seeking redress through private
sector industry complaints processes continued to be a
chosen strategy, with complaints to the Roundtable on

Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO), investigations under the
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) standards, and inputs
into the continued development of mining standards.
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Our Global Reach
We support forest peoples in South and Central America, Africa, and Asia to secure their
rights, build up their own organisations and negotiate with governments and companies
to uphold Free, Prior and Informed Consent. In addition to grassroots projects and
actions to enable community engagement in national policy dialogues, Forest Peoples
Programme works with forest peoples to enable them to bring their local issues, and
search for redress, to global policy processes on human rights, the environment and
development.

Washington

London

Working with indigenous
organisations to push
for stronger World
Bank safeguards to
better protect the
rights and interests of
indigenous peoples
from development
interventions.

A delegation of
indigenous leaders and
land defenders meeting
with key decision
makers and company
headquarters on oil palm
procurement policies.

Guyana
Working with partners
to deliver community
training materials on
forest governance and
complete land tenure
assessment.

Honolulu
Calling for the recognition
of the rights of indigenous
peoples where protected
areas have been created
on their lands.

Suriname

Cancun

Supporting Kaliña and
Lokono peoples to
obtain territorial rights,
particularly in the context
of bauxite mining.

Highlighting the role of
indigenous peoples and
local communities in
biodiversity conservation.

Costa Rica
Working with communities
to remedy the illegal
occupation of the Bribri
and Teribe indigenous
territory and denial of
their self-governance.

Panama
Supporting the Guna
people to strengthen and
revitalise their traditional
knowledge.
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Supporting communities
to ensure oil palm
companies meet minimum
human rights standards.

Colombia
Working with indigenous
and Afro-descendant
peoples to uphold their
rights and address miningrelated conflict. Working
in solidarity with human
rights defenders.

Peru
Working in solidarity
with forest peoples to
legally secure their forest
territories and stop
deforestation. Supporting
human rights defenders
against mining and
agro-industrial expansion.

Forest Peoples Programme
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Liberia

Brazil
Offering legal support to
the indigenous peoples
of Raposa Serra do Sol on
recognition of their rights
to own, use and control
their territories.

Chile
Helping the Mapuche
people recover their land
and political voice.

Cameroon

Bangladesh

Cambodia

Supporting communities’
right to self-determination
and helping them secure
their forest, lands, and
resources.

Working with traditional
resource users to get their
rights and livelihoods
recognised and supported
in the Sundarbans
mangrove forest.

Participatory mapping
to support a community/
company mediation process
and national level trainings
on available redress
mechanisms.

Central African Republic

Philippines

Working with Bayaka
peoples on their land
rights, with a particular
focus on community
control of resources and
the effects of logging and
conservation activities.

-

Working with indigenous
organisations to deliver
human rights training for
communities impacted by
mining and agribusiness
expansion.

Thailand
Supporting communities
to revitalise customary
sustainable natural
resources use and
governance.

Malaysia
Pushing for legal reforms
to make human rights
compliance binding on
agribusiness.

Kenya
Supporting the Ogiek and
the Sengwer communities
to obtain territorial rights.

Republic of Congo

Holding oil palm and
pulpwood companies
accountable to industry
sustainability standards.

Democratic Republic of
Congo
Informing communities
about their customary
rights to land and natural
resources under national,
regional, and international
law, and working with
them to secure those
rights.

Forest Peoples Programme

Working with indigenous
communities on issues
related to impacts of large
logging concessions on
customary lands.

Indonesia
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Strategy 1
Self-determination

Baka men and women discuss women’s roles in the community and the discrimination they face. © Anouska Perram/FPP

Baka men and women receive legal training against
gender discrimination

Forest Peoples Programme

In Cameroon, women’s rights remain a significant issue
which affects all aspects of women's lives, including their
relationship to land and resources.
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In its 2014 conclusions on Cameroon1, the Committee
on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
expressed concerns about the “persistent high prevalence
of violence against women”, the continued existence of
“stereotypes and harmful practices that discriminate
against women”, the high rates of illiteracy and continued
low rates of school enrolment among girls, as well as the
“precarious situation of women living in rural areas, who
account for the majority of women in the State party
and who are disproportionately affected by the lack
of participation in decision-making processes, and the
Annual Review 2016

lack of adequate health services, education, economic
opportunities and social benefits”.
That is one reason why in October 2016, when Forest
Peoples Programme organised a legal training for Baka
community representatives in East Cameroon, we decided
to include a gender module.
The three-day training, which covered rights to land and
resources and self-determination, was held in the village of
Assoumindelé and involved representatives from 24 Baka
communities.
The training was organised as part of a four-year project
funded by the European Union, which has seen Forest
Peoples Programme and local partner OKANI work

together with communities and other
indigenous peoples’ associations to create
a more representative and accountable
indigenous voice at national level.
The workshop, ably translated into Baka by
René Kpa Ssele, an animateur from Asbak,
opened discussions on the traditional role
of women in the matriarchal Baka culture
and reflected on some of the discriminatory
changes that have begun to appear. The
animateurs from OKANI’s partner indigenous
associations gave strong interventions,
talking in Baka about specific instances
from their own lives and communities and
highlighting the importance of women’s
participation, education and access to
healthcare.
Despite the success of the event, one of
the problems was women’s attendance.
Many women are not permitted to leave
the village without their husbands,
impeding participation in zonal trainings.
Representatives, moreover, are often
predominantly men (there was only one
woman representative at the training)
making it hard for women to share their
views and experiences.
While illustrating the challenges faced
by women, however, this situation also
presented opportunities. Talking to men
about existing practices and prejudices
which constrain women is critical for
achieving change. In addition, and one of
the important reasons for holding trainings
within communities themselves, Baka men
and women from Assoumindelé, the host
community, came to sit in on the training
after their morning work was done, allowing
the training to reach many more people.
The workshop, and the project in general,
have proven very popular among
communities in the area, insomuch that
other communities who were not originally
part of the project have spontaneously
joined in to discuss themes related to
health, gender, education and economic
development.

Shipibo community of Korin Bari on
the verge of securing historic legal
recognition over their lands from
Peruvian government
Five years since their recognition by the Peruvian government as an
indigenous community, the struggle of Korin Bari for a land title to
secure their rights over the forests draws closer.
After several years of opposition from the Peruvian government, in
2014 the community filed a landmark lawsuit with the assistance of
Forest Peoples Programme and our partners Instituto de Defensa
Legal and FECONAU, against the regional government of Ucayali.
Today the tides appear to have finally turned.
In 2016 major steps were taken towards advancing this land case.
After continued and persistent pressure by the community and
FECONAU, for instance, regional agrarian agencies committed to
allocating funds to survey and demarcate the lands.
Support from FPP, moreover, enabled dialogue and boundary
agreements with neighbouring communities Saposoa and Patria
Nueva who were also attempting to secure extensions to their
existing titles. Other support included paying for the vital and costly
soil studies that are formal government requirements of the titling
process. Beyond the technical aspects, the process was facilitated by
coordinations between FPP and our international allies Rainforest
Foundation US who were supporting neighbouring communities
and government titling agencies. The combined result of all these
efforts is that the titled lands of these three communities is due to
be extended by over 15,000 hectares. Finally, and after masterful
diplomacy, Korin Bari secured the peaceful withdrawal of colonist
farmers who had illegally occupied community lands and were
obstructing the community titling process.
Notwithstanding the local nature of this victory, the fact that any
communities in the Peruvian amazon are being titled at all is in large
part thanks to the tireless advocacy on the part of AIDESEP, Peru’s
national indigenous organisation. After several years of persistent
advocacy, AIDESEP has secured major political and financial
commitments on the part of the Peruvian government to title
indigenous lands as part of enabling conditions for Peru’s promise to
tackle deforestation and address climate change.
FPP has been accompanying AIDESEP on this journey at a national
level since 2009 and is now appreciating the fruits of this labour in
Ucayali.

Shipibo community of Korin Bari on the brink of securing its land title.
© Conrad Feather/FPP
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Gender is a complex issue and remains
a challenge in a context in which
discrimination is the norm for both men and
women in many indigenous communities.
But once community discussions on
questions around gender start, it’s hard to
make them stop, and from these discussions,
we believe, with time, change will come.
1 CEDAW, Concluding observations on the combined fourth and fifth
periodic reports of Cameroon, 28 February 2017, UN Doc. CEDAW/C/CMR/
CO/4-5, para 34.
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Testimony

Empowering indigenous women in Kenya
Milka Chepkorir, member of the Sengwer community, Kenya
The struggle to secure community land rights has been
a tough one to achieve for indigenous communities in
Kenya. The Sengwer indigenous peoples of Cherang’any
hills, currently occupying Embobut forest and Kabolet
forest, are among the forest indigenous communities
who are facing forceful evictions from their ancestral
homes.
The struggle has mostly been dominated by men, who
are the traditional decision makers in the community, but
for a long time there has been minimal change towards
achieving the community’s desires and stopping the
evictions. This has triggered the need for women to be
included in the land rights struggle.
Support from Forest Peoples Programme started in
May-June 2015 with a research project I conducted on
Sengwer women’s experiences of evictions2. The research
was published in October 2016 and called for the need
to empower women on their rights and educate the
community on the importance of involving women in the
struggle if the rights of the whole community are to be
achieved.

In March, FPP facilitated a gender training workshop
where a group of 22 women and 14 men were trained on
indigenous women’s rights as recognised by national and
international laws. The impact of the workshop became
clear a month later when the National Land Commission
of Kenya, an independent government commission that
manages public land on behalf of national and county
governments, convened a meeting in Eldoret with
community members.
I was struck by the incredibly powerful testimonies
given by Sengwer women, a testament to the work I had
undertaken since then and the effectiveness of the gender
training workshop facilitated by FPP the previous month.
All the Sengwer agreed on the importance of listening
to women’s voices and experiences: it seemed as if we
created a tipping point. At the meeting, one woman spoke
directly to the Kenya Forest Service complaining of the
pain caused by the repeated KFS evictions. She said:
“It is very painful to me because the Government says our
community lands – Kapkok, where I was born – are their
lands. I feel a lot of pain. If someone comes and takes
away what belongs to you how will you feel? We know

Forest Peoples Programme

Milka Chepkorir, human rights activist and member of the Sengwer indigenous people, investigates the effects of forced evictions on
indigenous women in Kenya. © Elias Kimaiyo
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very well that it is our land. God in heaven is looking and
there is nothing that can be taken just like that. We are
really disturbed. We now have to live in Kapkok under trees,
in caves. When it rains like yesterday and it is very cold,
we really feel for the children. Here we are talking about
dialogue, so why don’t your officers stop harassing us while
we talk? We are being arrested in our own homeland. We
won’t fear anybody; we will speak the truth. My prayer is
that God helps us to do what we can do as we pursue this
dialogue process.”
Another woman said:
“I stand here with a lot of pain in me. It pains me to see
our kids not go to school well. I would not be suffering
today without a job if not for this evictions that denied me
education. I would be working like that woman (pointing out
the KNCHR- Kenya National Commission of Human Rights

CEO, Patricia). It pains me that my kids are going through
what I went through when I was young”.
FPP and I continue to work with Sengwer women to
promote gender justice and to support their efforts to
educate others on women’s rights and the rights of their
community.
More work is also needed to increase women’s
participation in decision-making processes and to
encourage them to take part in county, national and
international fora. There, Sengwer women will be able
to share their experiences, call for the cessation of the
evictions and for their communities to achieve the
constitutional right to own their land communally.
2	
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2016/10/
sengwerwomenreportweb.pdf

Trainings on business and human rights in Asia
The Asia-Pacific region does not have
a regional human rights commission
or institution commensurable with
the Inter-American and African
systems, with regional groupings
both smaller and more focused
on economic cooperation. Human
rights challenges are significant,
however, and the role of national
judiciaries and national human rights
institutes are critical in protecting and
promoting the rights of all peoples in
the region.

Building on engagement with the
UN Working Group on Business and
Human Rights in previous years,
Forest Peoples Programme and

Community representatives attended
from each of the case studies being
discussed as part of the training
and strategic planning. The cases
presented by the trainees included
large international financial institution
investments in industrial agriculture
(rubber and sugar) and investments
in large-scale hydroelectric dams
(Areng, Lower Sesan).
Following on from national level
training work in Cambodia, FPP
worked with Tebtebba Foundation
and AIPP again to convene a
regional training on Business and
Human Rights in the Philippines
in May. Twenty-nine participants

from ten countries throughout Asia
participated in the training and
presented case studies from their
own communities and territories
about the impact that private sector
financing is having on their lives
and livelihoods. Key industry sectors
represented in the case studies were
agribusiness, largely the expansion
of oil palm, rubber and sugar, and
mining interests.
Participants highlighted the use of
the UN Guiding Principles on Business
and Human Rights, and engagement
with their national human rights
institutions as elements of their
response to encroaching business
interests and weak legal protections
for customary rights. Training
sessions focused on expanding the
use of these avenues for redress, and
looking also at UN treaty bodies,
UN special mandates and possible
use of financial institution grievance
mechanisms where applicable.
Multiple strands were identified
as necessary in most of the cases
brought forward for discussion, and
commitments made to continue
regional solidarity in addressing
private sector investments in mining
and industrial agriculture. FPP is
grateful for the support of the Charles
Stewart Mott Foundation for this
training.
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With the passage of the UN
Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights and the subsequent
establishment of the UN Working
Group and Forum on the same,
a framework was provided to
hold businesses independently
accountable for the impact of
their investments. The potential of
this framework has been noted in
Asia, where indigenous peoples’
organisations have increasingly
turned to the UN Guiding Principles
in their negotiations with their
governments, with companies
impacting on their lands and with the
national human rights institutions
established in their countries.

partners worked in 2016 on more
local and regional work on building
up knowledge about the Guiding
Principles. In Cambodia, working with
the Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact
(AIPP) and the Cambodian Indigenous
Peoples Organisation (CIPO), FPP
and AIPP convened a training with
27 participants drawn from local
indigenous organisations and
affected community representatives.
Indigenous organisations represented
included Indigenous Rights Active
Members (IRAM), Cambodian
Indigenous Peoples Alliance (CIPA),
Cambodian Indigenous Youth
Alliance (CIYA) and Highlanders
Association (HA).
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Asserting indigenous territorial rights and control
over ancestral mining in Colombia

Forest Peoples Programme

Most indigenous leaders face some type of retaliation or
heightened personal risk for speaking out on behalf of
their people. It’s the legacy of discrimination.

12

But when Colombian indigenous leader Héctor Jaime
Vinasco leaves his house high up in the coffee lands where
his homeland – the Resguardo Indígena Cañamomo
Lomaprieta – is located, he is accompanied by three
bodyguards and travels in a dark-windowed, governmentissued vehicle.
His life is at serious risk for speaking out on behalf of the
Embera Chamí indigenous people, and their rights to

Annual Review 2016

own and control their territory and to self-regulate and
mine the gold found in their ancestral lands. Gold that is
coveted by a spectrum of outside actors: from criminal
armed groups wanting to extort the ancestral miners who
have been mining these lands since before the formation
of the Colombian state; to multinational companies who
aspire to extract the riches embedded in the Resguardo’s
sacred mountains.
“We have been undertaking and consolidating an internal
control of our ancestral mining, based on our Authority and
Self-Government under the Special Indigenous Jurisdiction,
recognised by the Colombian constitution; rights that are

UN Forum on Business and Human Rights, Geneva.
© Hector Jaime Vinasco

“We are an example for other peoples in terms of
self-regulating our mining,” he told the assembly. “We have
resolutions in place from exercising our own legislation,
specifying that the practice of ancestral mining requires
environmental management and occupational safety
plans. We do not permit the use of environmentally harmful
substances (for example cyanide and mercury); nor foreign
investment in the areas that we have set aside for our
ancestral mining. In many ways, we believe that our people is
exercising an alternative model to mining.”
Yet it is precisely for exercising indigenous control that
Hector Jaime’s life, and that of other Resguardo leaders, is
at grave risk.
Security measures have been stepped up since Fernando
Salazar Calvo was gunned down outside his home
on April 7, 2015. A spokesperson for the Cabildo, the
Resguardo’s Traditional Authority, Fernando was deeply
involved with enforcing Cabildo regulations in the
gold mines, and was a member of the executive of the
Resguardo’s ancestral gold mining association. Despite
high-level interventions by FPP – and by the Ambassador
of Norway in Colombia, who in July paid a personal visit to
Fernando’s grave, expressing condolences to Fernando’s
family, and attempting to exert pressure on the state for
resolution – Fernando’s assassins still remain at large.

Almost 20,000 indigenous people live in the Resguardo
Cañamomo Lomaprieta, in an area of only 4000 hectares.
© Camilla Capasso/FPP

For several years, FPP has been supporting the innovative
activities of the Resguardo’s Cabildo on collective rights
and self-determination, including the right to free,
prior and informed consent (FPIC), and work towards
self-regulating mining and territorial defence. In 2016 we
provided ongoing support, enabling the Embera Chamí to
link with Afro-Colombian communities of the Palenke Alto
Cauca, who face similar territorial pressures; with a view
to asserting their rights, and working towards peace in
Colombia from the ground up.
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also recognised in the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples,” Héctor Jaime Vinasco told
the UN Forum on Business and Human Rights in Geneva,
November 15, 2016. He was participating in a special
session organised jointly by Forest Peoples Programme
and Tebtebba Foundation to examine innovative
mechanisms used by indigenous peoples to leverage
their ability to affect decision making around the natural
resources contained in their ancestral territories.

Days after returning home from Geneva, Héctor Jaime
received another death threat. Now he lives almost jailed
in his own house, alongside his family. Yet he refuses to
leave his homeland: “That’s exactly what they want,” he said
of the people who threatened him. “They want me to leave,
to undermine the strength of our indigenous organisation.”

13

Community forestry in Cameroon
Communities in southern Cameroon have been engaging
more with community forestry through a new multipartner project. Baka and Bagyeli associations, based
in the Ngoyla-Mintom and Océan areas of southern
Cameroon, as well as communities in neighbouring
Central African Republic and Republic of Congo, have been
exploring community forestry as a mechanism to prevent
land grabs by powerful interests.
In the Ngoyla-Mintom forest massif, concerns have been
raised that four indigenous Baka communities may be
at risk of involuntary displacement as a consequence
of a WWF-Cameroon project that is supporting the
establishment of community forests without obtaining
community free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) and
without making any provision for Baka participation
in the new community forests that are being set up
on their customary lands. The communities could be
displaced close to an iron ore mine if the process goes
unchallenged. During 2016, FPP supported local partners
to raise awareness of the risks of the project amongst
the communities and tried to open dialogue with WWF
Cameroon and the EU, which is funding the project.
In Océan, nine Bantu and indigenous Bagyeli communities
have been working together with Association OKANI and
Forest Peoples Programme to apply for community forests
as a means of securing land threatened by the Biopalm oil
palm concession.
In both areas, strong community governance is essential
if community customary rights are to be respected and
reinforced and livelihoods are to be improved.

Forest Peoples Programme

Community forestry has been a feature of the formal forest
governance system in Cameroon for over 20 years. During
that time, several hundred community forests have been
set up under the 1994 forestry law. However, despite the
high hopes held for it at the outset, community forestry is
widely considered a failure in the country: it has not led to
widespread forest management by communities living in
forested areas (only 1.18% of the surface area of Cameroon
is under a community forest regime), and those areas
which are included in the regime have, on the whole, not
produced the desired results in terms of improvement of
livelihoods and reductions in deforestation.

14

There are a variety of reasons for the failure to date of the
community forestry approach in Cameroon, including the
limited size which communities can be granted (maximum
of 5,000 hectares), the inaccessible, bureaucratic
procedures involved, lack of tenure rights associated with
community forests, and lack of government support to
communities to participate in community forestry. Success
is also inhibited by broader factors such as incoherent,
colonial land use laws; political and economic interests
(including corrupt interests) in using land for large-scale
rather than community-based development options; a
Community meeting with Bantu and Baka of Assoumindelé I, II and
III to discuss their community forest. © Jake Willis/FPP
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lack of accompanying investment in roads, electricity,
health and education; and an ineffective, corrupt judiciary
which hinders the development of legitimate business
enterprises.
At the community level, there are additional challenges
in terms of governance, such as unaccountable decision
making, lack of participation by women and indigenous
peoples, low levels of education and corresponding low
levels of management capacity, lack of knowledge of
business opportunities and lack of access to information.
A widespread problem has also been that communities
are vulnerable to elite capture of community forest
enterprises, including logging companies making deals
with support NGOs or community elites to access timber
cheaply. In the past, the focus has also been too much
on timber in the development of community forestry,
ignoring the substantial existing skills and potential
opportunities related to non-timber forest products and
creating social conflicts when it comes to sharing out the
proceeds from harvesting.
Through this new project, the skills and experiences of
various project partners are contributing to addressing
these different issues in an integrated way. This includes
elements of support for community governance as well
as development of appropriate business enterprises and
associated capacity building at the local level, while also
contributing to wider advocacy efforts to enable structural
reforms that will facilitate a better and more widespread
development of successful community forest management
in the future.
Some of the essential elements in building up this success
include (a) developing successful pilots which can gain
political support for a new community forestry model; (b)
facilitating opportunities for the creation of community
level networks and mobilisation in order to create a
political constituency for change; and (c) coordinating
advocacy efforts (on multiple levels), and providing
evidence to support advocacy in order to generate
momentum for the structural reform that the project
partners – international NGOs IIED, FERN, Well Grounded
and FPP, and national NGOs CED, OKANI and INADES –
believe is required.

Training on participatory mapping techniques undertaken by Equitable Cambodia and FPP, Ratanakiri, Cambodia. © Helen Tugendhat /FPP

Forging a route to mapping
“The (participatory) map is a living thing, the map ‘speaks’”
– Cameroon, April 2016.
Indigenous and forest communities in Ratanakiri province
of northeast Cambodia took part in a mapping training
in March and are now able to map their territories and
indicate what places and resources they use. The training,
organised by Forest Peoples Programme and Equitable
Cambodia, was part of an effort to promote participatory
mapping across the area and establish community
generated and collectively agreed maps of their resources,
forests and lands.
Supporting FPP’s priority of promoting territorial
governance and sustainable forest management, training
for participatory territorial and land mapping was
provided across a number of areas in which we work. In
addition to the training in Ratanakiri, similar events were
also provided to the Dayak in Indonesia and the Baka and
Bagyeli in Cameroon.

Often, these mapping exercises lead to a new or deeper
understanding of the issues the community might be

In training, these discussions were interspersed with
practical data collection and mapping exercises to help
community representatives become more familiar with
GPS devices and the visual end result of their fieldwork.
The foundation for all mapping is the territorial knowledge
and use patterns held within the community. The initial
step, and indeed the cornerstone of the mapping process,
is therefore the production of a perception map. This
map is drawn by hand, without the aid of computers or
technology, according to the community’s perception of
their customary lands, its size, topography, vegetation, its
significant features or attributes and the overall topology.
The perception map provides a starting point for the
planning and execution of the more technical stages of
digital mapping. Before any further mapping can take
place, there is a period of community capacity building,
involving training with the basic tools. GPS devices
are, of course, a fundamental technology and training
should be unbounded by age or gender until all users are
comfortable and proficient with the technology.
Once the map is developed it becomes a tool in the hands
of the community to demonstrate their rights over their
lands and to campaign for the sustainable management of
their forests.
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Participatory mapping aims to involve members of the
community at all stages of the mapping process, from
deciding whether and why to undertake mapping,
and what information is relevant, through to gathering
information in the field, and recording and displaying the
information on the base maps. Once completed, maps can
help communities in dialogue and negotiation processes
with government authorities, conservation NGOs and
companies accessing their forests.

facing and require discussion of the wider socio-political or
economic forces at work around them. Because mapping is
a community-led process, the mapping process becomes a
shared experience which supports shared understandings.
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Recognising customs, uses, and rights: an autonomous
territorial government
Shapiom Noningo, Wampis Nation
My name is Shapiom Noningo Sesen and I am from
the Wampis Nation. I am the technical secretary of the
Autonomous Territorial Government of the Wampis Nation,
one of the 65 original peoples of the Peruvian Amazon.
Nature is our world and our habitat, because nature is
where we build our culture, our wisdom, our histories, and
our knowledge.
Based on this, and in order to ensure the biophysical and
cultural continuity and existence of the Wampis Nation,
we have dared to construct our own system of territorial
governance and a type of structure for propelling our
common destiny.
One of the principal reasons for establishing our
government is that the communities are small (the largest
measuring some 20,000 hectares – together there are
approximately 350,000 hectares that have been titled),
though our territory covers 1,356,000 hectares. Thus, each
community only defends the area that has been titled,
though large spaces exist that have yet to be titled. Our
Autonomous Territorial Government defends the territories
of the communities as well as those spaces that have yet
to be titled.
This initiative does not mean we wish to separate from
Peru – we laugh when we hear such comments! – but
rather to exercise our rights and ensure the State respects
our rights which it has approved both at the national as
well as international levels (for example, [ILO] Convention
169 and the United Nations Declaration). If anything, this
type of comment is a pretext for denying us our rights and
thereby continuing to exploit the natural resources that
exist on our territory.

What we want is for the government to respect our
customs and uses of the forest. In contrast, our own
constitution clearly recognises the integrity of the national
territory, our rule of law, women’s rights, etc.
We already have one year of experience, during which
time, with the help of allies such as Forest Peoples
Programme, we have been able to protect our territory
from extractive activities and have expanded the
dissemination of information on our new government
throughout our communities. We evicted, for example,
illegal miners from the Pastacillo river. We also got the
Peruvian government to assume responsibility for the first
time for the oil spills in our territory caused by ruptures to
their oil pipeline. Lastly, our lawsuit against the Peruvian
government for granting a petroleum concessions in
Wampis territory without consulting the Wampis people
was put before the Constitutional Court.
Next year we plan to submit the technical dossier to
our government and the world which provides all the
supporting documentation for our new government as
well as our own internal conventions and agreements
which we have reached to protect our forest, our maps,
the population census, etc. Once we have submitted this,
we will expect a response from the State, and following
that we will respond. Ultimately we hope for a future in
which our autonomous government is officially recognised
by the State. Until we receive said recognition, however,
we will continue to implement the principal goal of our
government, which is ‘el buen vivir’ [an all-encompassing
perspective on a holistic healthy way of life not at odds
with nature, translated as ‘living well’], based on the
protection and integration of the Wampis territory and our
collective well-being.

Forest Peoples Programme

Since the establishment of their Autonomous Territorial Government a year ago, the Wampis have been able to protect their territories
from extractive activities and evict illegal miners from the Pastacillo river. © Nico Kingman
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Strategy 2
Access to justice

Delegates in Canary Wharf, London, one of the main financial centres in
Europe. © Kingsley Uzondu

Forest Peoples Programme worked in 2016 with a
delegation of indigenous, local land defenders and civil
society leaders from Indonesia, Liberia, Colombia and
Peru to organise and successfully complete a major tour
of EU countries to highlight the impacts of palm oil supply

chains on their human rights and their lands, forests
and livelihoods. The international delegation was made
up of leaders and activists representing Link AR Borneo
(Indonesia), Pusaka (Indonesia), SDI (Liberia), CONPAZ
(Colombia), FECONAU (Peru) and AIDESEP (Peru). The tour
Annual Review 2016
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Human rights defenders call on EU to tackle social and
environmental impacts of palm oil supply chains
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began in Belgium in late April and involved presentations
to MEPs at the European Parliament, meetings with
Commissioners and senior policy makers in the European
Commission responsible for environmental protection,
trade, sustainable development, agriculture, energy,
external relations and human rights.
Following high level meetings in Brussels, the six-strong
delegation held dialogues with government officials,
private sector banks, investors and NGOs in the
Netherlands and Germany. In all meetings, the delegates
were able to highlight the impacts of harmful oil palm
plantations and flag food, water and social crises
stemming from these agro-industrial investments. They
were especially effective in exposing shortcomings in
industry certification standards for palm oil, including
major weaknesses in RSPO compliance and redress
frameworks. Additionally, Peruvian delegates in Germany
were able to flag glaring contradictions in international
development and climate finance promoting zero
deforestation on the one hand, while also funding
mega-infrastructure projects, agribusiness expansion and
extractive industries on the other.
In London, the delegation held different meetings with
the European office of the RSPO, senior staff at Unilever
responsible for palm oil purchasing, investors at Aviva
and Hermes and staff in the UN office for Responsible
Investment Principles (UNPRI). Activities in London
included a meeting with the UK All-Party Parliamentary
Group on Human Rights Dialogues and UK government
ministries dealing with forests, climate change and
development. In addition, a high profile action was
undertaken by Peruvian delegates, the Environmental
Investigation Agency (EIA) and FPP targeting Canary Wharf
in the City of London and the London Stock Exchange
(LSE) in making public calls for sanctions against United
Cacao Ltd for land grabs and forest destruction in the
Amazon.

Forest Peoples Programme

The tour culminated with a major international press
conference in the QEII Centre in Westminster on 4 May.
Delegates gave interviews to UK and global television,
radio and press outlets and issued a public Call to
Action on Industrial Agricultural Supply Chains, Human
Rights and Deforestation3. The press outreach attracted
significant global and UK media coverage4 including items
on BBC World News, BBC World Service and BBC Radio
4. Core messages and concerns of the delegates were
likewise profiled in the national press and radio networks
in Indonesia, Peru, Colombia and Liberia.
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“The uncontrolled expansion of palm oil plantations is
creating land rights conflicts, leading to social and cultural
upheaval and unprecedented environmental damage,”
said Franky Samperante from Pusaka, during the press
conference.
“Since much of the global demand for palm oil-based
commodities is being driven by EU consumption, we need
strong binding regulations of supply chains bringing palm
oil and other agricultural commodities to Europe…” added
Ali Kaba from SDI.
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The action generated a wide range of results, including
a visit by the German government in June to affected
communities in the Peruvian Amazon and provision of
German funding support for FECONAU and indigenous
communities in Ucayali for their land rights and
human rights defenders work. The RSPO stepped up its
investigations into violations by its members in Colombia
and Peru, while the Call to Action received solidarity
endorsements by more than one hundred community and
civil society organisations from producer countries as well
as a large coalition of Northern NGOs. Sustained follow up
actions in 2016 included:
ȣȣ Focused follow up on RSPO complaints regarding
Plantaciones de Pucallpa (Peru), Poligrow Ltd
(Colombia) and IOI (Indonesia);
ȣȣ FPP E-News edition reporting on the tour with articles
written by the delegates in August;
ȣȣ FPP’s presentation to the European Parliament hearing
on deforestation and the palm oil trade in September;
ȣȣ Latin American workshop on oil palm and community
rights in November in Bogotá co-organised with Both
Ends and local NGOs, involving sharing of Indonesian
experiences by FPP’s partners Pusaka and Link-AR
Borneo;
ȣȣ Follow up visit to Germany by FECONAU in December
to meet with German government officials and the
Climate Alliance in Cologne;
ȣȣ FPP and partners’ submissions to the EC consultation
on bioenergy sustainability criteria;
ȣȣ Giving evidence to the European Parliament
Environment Committee investigations into palm oil
and deforestation.
Delegates report that they found this global action
empowering and are keen to continue similar
collaboration in efforts to reform palm oil supply
chains. Networking and joint actions by FPP with the
organisations involved in the 2016 tour are ongoing
in 2017 including further FPP and partner inputs to EC
public consultations on policy options for a possible new
EU Action Plan on Deforestation. In his article for the FPP
E-News, Robert Guimaraes, President FECONAU, said:
“This tour marked a historic milestone in the struggle of
indigenous peoples of the Peruvian Amazon, as well as the
struggle of other countries such as Liberia, Indonesia and
Colombia, which were also represented by delegations
during these meetings.”
The action was enabled by generous support of the
DFID Forest, Markets, Governance and Climate Change
Programme, the Climate and Land Use Alliance (CLUA) and
The Ecology Trust.

3	
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2016/05/call%20to%20action%20-%20
single.pdf
4	
http://www.forestpeoples.org/enewsletters/fpp-e-newsletter-august-2016/news/2016/07/
eu-tour-spreading-word

Mapuche people of Chile struggle to regain lost lands
from timber plantations
The Mapuche people of the southern part of South
America are famous for their determined resistance to
Spanish colonialism. In the 17th century they signed
treaties with the Spanish Crown recognising the autonomy
of all their lands south of the Bio Bio river and developed a
flourishing regional livestock-raising and trading economy
stretching from the Pacific coast across the Andes into the
pampas in present day Argentina. After Chile gained its
independence in the 19th century, however, the Chileans
waged a determined war to extirpate the Mapuche from
their lands. The shattered survivors were granted reserves
to barely a 20th of their once extensive territories. As
Chilean loggers and farmers moved south, behind the
army of extermination, even these areas were encroached
on and settled.

The pulpwood plantations have become a particular
target of their indignation. During the same period, the
pulp-and-paper companies have also been obliged by
market pressure to get their products certified through
the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)5. This has obliged
the companies to accommodate Mapuche’s demands,
first for access to forests and sacred sites, and second for
improved employment and provision of services. The issue
of restitution of lands has however been off the table, as
far as the companies are concerned.

During the short period of president Allende’s elected
administration, some of these lands were handed back
to the Mapuche but the gains were quickly reversed after
general Pinochet seized power. Millions of hectares of
these disputed lands were then handed to plantation
companies which further encroached on Mapuche lands,
replacing remnant native forests with huge expanses of
Pinus radiata and Eucalyptus. Timber estates now cover
about 5 million hectares of the country and make Chile a
major pulp and paper exporter.

This tragic history and the need for national reforms was
exposed during a series of field visits6 and discussions
organised by The Forest Dialogue (a multi-stakeholder
process that seeks to build shared understanding of
the major controversies in forest policies) at which
Forest Peoples Programme, as a steering committee
member, helped to ensure that Mapuche spokespersons
were invited and heard. The inclusive dialogue on
tree plantations in the landscape potentially triggered
something of a breakthrough, being the first time the
issue of land restitution could be broached. It remains to
be seen if actual land restitution can now begin, but, now
that FSC has begun to tighten both its standard and its
enforcement, there is some hope that Mapuche demands
will be reinforced by market pressure.

Since the 1990s, however, the Mapuche have mobilised
through a plethora of local and national organisations, to
recover their lands, culture, identity and political voice.

5	
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/timber-pulpwood-and-fsc/publication/2016/
do-commodity-certification-systems-uphold-indigenous
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89Pd55mMOzQ

Timber plantation on Mapuche territory, Chile. © Marcus Colchester/FPP
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Oil palms in Sabah, Malaysia. © Marcus Colchester/FPP

Building effective advocacy networks on palm oil

Forest Peoples Programme

Malaysia and Indonesia between
them produce more than 80%
of globally traded palm oil, with
Indonesia the world number one
producer still expanding at some
800,000 hectares per year. Indonesian
plantations already cover some 12
million hectares and, although a
freeze on new permits has been
announced by the Indonesian
president, enough permits have
already been handed out to allow
that total to increase to 20 million
hectares. Many of these concessions
overlap forest peoples’ homelands
and too often their lands are taken
without giving the local communities
prior information or any choice in
the matter. In addition, palm oil’s
expansion now has a global trend
with new areas of operation opening
up in West and Central Africa and
Latin America.
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Forest Peoples Programme has been
working with regional and national
NGOs to build up their awareness of
the threats and provide information
about international human rights
and voluntary standards that
can be invoked to resist unfair
expropriations. As well as building up
regional collaboration with activists in
the Philippines and Malaysia, FPP has
also been bringing the lessons from
Southeast Asia to West and Central
Africa and Latin America. These
efforts in Africa and Latin America
Annual Review 2016

have already had some success in
slowing down land grabbing but have
yet to bring remedy to the affected
communities. Meanwhile some
communities in Asia are beginning
to see results from long-term efforts
to retain or regain their lands, gains
which although they set important
precedents are paltry compared to
the scale of the problem.
Working with Both ends, we
co-hosted a regional workshop in
Bogota to bring together civil society
and indigenous groups from Peru,
Colombia, Nicaragua, Guatemala and
Honduras to share their experiences
and learn about the complaint and
redress mechanisms that can be
used to appeal against company
malpractice. Although the scale of
palm oil expansion in Latin America
remains modest compared to Asia,
the case studies shared in the
workshop revealed a typical pattern
of land grabbing but coupled with
heightened rural violence and even
narco-trafficking.
Participants agreed to establish
a Latin American campaign and
information-sharing network to
challenge abusive palm oil expansion
through legal reform, public advocacy
and more detailed documentation
and policy research. Although most
activists favour legal and statetargeted advocacy and are sceptical

of voluntary approaches, participants
noted that their efforts to get
reforms and redress through legal
and State agencies were constantly
frustrated by collusive relations
between government, legislature and
companies, while the judiciary lacks
independence. A mechanism was
also agreed to cautiously develop an
independent mechanism for making
use of the RSPO to press for change
and, given the availability of RSPO
funds, to secure funding for legal and
technical support for communities
and indigenous peoples.
In West and Central Africa, Forest
Peoples Programme continued to
roll out community tailored training
materials to ensure that affected
communities had access to resources
to make informed decisions and
we supported NGOs to monitor
and evaluate private sector FPIC
compliance.
In order to link up work being done at
the international and domestic level
in Liberia, Forest Peoples Programme
has also supported local communities
to pressure the Tropical Forest
Alliance 2020 Dialogue (a global
partnership to reduce deforestation
associated with palm oil and other
commodities) in Liberia to ensure
that community interests formed the
foundations of that initiative in the
future.

Testimony

Collective resistance, hope for living in harmony with the forests,
and the comprehensive management of ancestral territories in Peru
Jamer López Agustín, Secretary of FECONAU
The native community of Santa Clara de Uchunya belongs
to the Shipibo-Conibo indigenous people, and is located
in Ucayali, Peru. Since 2013 it has been suffering from and
fighting the consequences of the expansion of oil palm
monoculture on its territory.
This expansion has caused multiple conflicts and serious
environmental harms due to the unauthorised invasion
and deforestation of more than 5,000 hectares of the
community’s ancestral territory, as well as the intimidation,
threats against, and harassment of leaders of the
community and of our indigenous organisation FECONAU.
The company responsible, Plantaciones de Pucallpa SAC,
belongs to the Melka Commercial Group and is the subject
of multiple denunciations for working in bad faith, without
the consent of the communities, and without State
permits.
Faced with this context, the community of Santa Clara de
Uchunya, together with FECONAU, Instituto de Defensa
Legal [Legal Defense Institute] (IDL), and Forest Peoples
Programme, initiated a joint campaign to heighten the
visibility of the violation of collective and environmental
rights of the community’s ancestral territory at the local,
district, regional, national, and international levels.
In April, we had our first success when the Roundtable on
Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) issued its first resolution in the
case (a complaint had been submitted in December 2015)
demanding the temporary suspension of operations. In
May, FECONAU, together with other allies, filed a formal
complaint with the London Stock Exchange, where the
Melka Commercial Group was registered.

Confronted by all of the evidence of the violation of
the RSPO rules, the company in October withdrew its
membership in acknowledgement of having violated the
rights of indigenous peoples and the environment in the
zone.
As a result of these processes, the community and
FECONAU were successful in getting resolutions from the
government demanding the suspension [of work] by and
[levying of ] fines on Plantaciones de Pucallpa SAC: also
15 certificates of occupation that had been fraudulently
issued to unknown individuals in a part of our sacred
community territory were cancelled. Investigations are
underway by the Office of the Special Prosecutor for the
Environment of the harms caused by the company. In
response to the RSPO complaint, after withdrawing as a
member [from RSPO], the company [had a] financial crisis
and changed its name: its current name is Agricultura
Pucallpa SAC. Meanwhile, legal action is proceeding and
hearings before judges are on the docket for 2017.
These actions demonstrate that when a community and
[indigenous] federation are conscious of their struggle
and mutually support one another with the help of allies
such as FPP and IDL, much can be achieved. There is much
left to be done; we hope in the coming year to reach
a resolution in the conflict in Santa Clara de Uchunya,
while also establishing new public policies to protect our
communal territories and curb the advance of destructive
oil palm operations in the Peruvian Amazon. Our goal is to
continue our struggle until we achieve it.
A saw mill at United Cacao Ltd’s subsidiary plantation Cacao
del Peru Norte, in Tamshiyacu, Loreto, Peru. © Environmental
Investigation Agency
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In addition, the community of Santa Clara de Uchunya,
with legal and technical support from IDL and FPP, filed
a lawsuit at the constitutional level against the State
and company for having granted and acquired rights to
our traditional but untitled territory
without respecting the community’s
ownership rights, and demanded that
the regional government and Office
on Agriculture take immediate action
to remedy the situation and title the
community’s ancestral territory. The case
is emblematic of a generalised problem
in Peru; if it yields a favourable ruling, it
will establish a precedent that will help
protect more than 1,500 Amazonian
communities whose lands remain
untitled.

the little degree of proactivity on the part of the State to
title the community‘s territory. This communal process of
demarcation has resulted in the greater empowerment of
the community vis-à-vis its ancestral territory.

With the support of a Strategic Response
Mechanism from RRI, the community
has been able to strengthen these legal
and advocacy processes, as well as
making progress with our own process of
demarcating our ancestral territory, given
Annual Review 2016
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Securing forest peoples’ rights in their dealings with
business
Under United Nations’ norms, companies have a
responsibility to respect human rights standards even
where national laws may not require this. Companies
should also provide remedy for violations of rights
by non-judicial means if State judicial systems are
dysfunctional. In Southeast Asia some of the worst
violations of forest peoples’ rights come from the rapid

expansion of pulpwood and oil palm plantations which
are taking over millions of hectares of their lands,
often without proper consideration of their rights and
sometimes through fraud, violence and repression of
community resistance.
For the past six years, Forest Peoples Programme has been
working with the national human rights commissions, civil
society groups and indigenous peoples in Southeast Asia
through a series of annual conferences on the theme of
human rights and agribusiness. The meetings are part of a
programme to build up a regional network of concerned
human rights activists, analyse current challenges and
expose the need for legal reforms to make human rights
compliance binding on agribusinesses.
In November, working with the Malaysian National Human
Rights Commission and the Malaysian Indigenous Peoples
Network (JOAS), FPP co-hosted a major conference in
Kota Kinabalu, the capital of Sabah, Malaysian North
Borneo. The meeting included executives and board
members from the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
Oil (RSPO) and from global companies Unilever, Cargill
and Sime Darby. Part of the meeting focused on RSPO’s
new joint initiative with the Sabah government to
pilot a jurisdictional approach to palm oil production
and certification by making RSPO’s standards legally
obligatory for all producers, both large plantations and
small and medium growers. New procedures for
recognising customary land rights and ensuring
no lands are used for palm oil without affected
The destruction of mangrove forest in Pitas to
agribusiness activities has dramatic consequences on
the life and culture of the indigenous communities in
the area. © Colin Nicholas/COAC
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Getting forest peoples’ rights into landscape planning
in South Sumatra
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South Sumatra is one of the provinces
with the fastest rate of deforestation
in Indonesia. The province stretches
from populous mountains in the
west across a wide forested plain cut
through by broad, meandering rivers
which drain vast peat swamp forests
along the east coast before emerging
into the Java Sea. Once the seat of
the mighty Srivijaya empire which
controlled regional trade between
India and China between the 8th and
13th centuries, the province now has a
booming economy based on oil and
Annual Review 2016

gas development, mining, pulpwood
and palm oil. Before the Dutch started
to control land developments in the
19th century, most of the lowland
peoples in the area controlled their
forests and lands under customary
law, while paying tribute to the coastal
rajas to gain access to the regional
trade. Dutch efforts to develop the
area focused on encouraging coffee
growing in the more mountainous
western parts, so the lowlanders’
forests and swamps were left largely
unaffected but also unprotected.

However, since independence the
rapid expansion of a road network
and motorised river transport has
led to rapid changes. Extensive
timber extraction in the 1970s
and 1980s has been followed by
the hand out of much of the area
as concessions to pulpwood and
palm oil companies, which have
aggressively cleared the forests and
peat-swamps. Meanwhile many of
the local communities, descendants
of tributary forest tribes, living on
what’s left of their ancestral lands, are

communities’ free, prior and informed consent are now
being developed. The meeting noted the need for
complementary reforms to handle complaints and provide
remedy for any violations. If the procedure works out, it
will set a significant precedent making the transition from
voluntary standards to legally binding norms.
Presentations to the meeting also exposed the glaring
need for such reforms. The human rights agencies
reported a region-wide pattern of land conflicts and
associated human rights violations. Complaints about
land disputes are the most common theme filed with the
commissions. Too many communities have unprotected or
unrecognised rights to land. The Sabah Resolution7, that
was the outcome statement from the meeting, called for
a region-wide moratorium on the handing out of further
land concessions, until communities’ rights were first
secured.

Delegates heard sobering reports from the two
fact-finding trips, undertaken by two teams of delegates
just prior to the conference, to review two governmentsupported projects, one for shrimp-pond development in
Pitas and the other a palm oil venture on customary lands
under communal title in Bigor. In both cases, there have
been serious land rights violations and environmental
destruction, of mangroves and upland forests respectively,
after inadequate consultation with the communities
involved. Meeting participants endorsed a letter sent by
the Pitas communities to the Chief Minister of Sabah,
calling on the government to respond appropriately,
and appealed to the Malaysian National Human Rights
Commission to investigate the case.
7	
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2016/11/Sabah%20Resolution%20final.
pdf

The Murut indigenous people of Bigor, Malaysia, struggle against palm oil plantations as they are advancing over their forest and land.
© Dico Luckyharto/FPP

In 2016, in an effort to check this
destruction, the provincial governor
announced a policy of green growth
and has invited companies and NGOs
to help him rationalise land use
through landscape management.
One such effort in Musi Banyuasin
and Banyuasin Districts is being led
by the Zoological Society of London
which has raised funds, mainly from
the UK Climate Change Unit and the
Norwegian government, to work with
the government and companies to
rationalise land use and curb forest
loss. Other components of the project
focus on advising companies how to
manage high conservation value and
carbon stock sets asides, rewetting

peat swamps, promoting smallholder
economies and building up
government land management skills.
As part of this effort, Forest Peoples
Programme, working with local
partner Hutan Kita Institute (HaKI –
Our Forests Institute), is helping local
communities to secure their lands,
make sure their rights and livelihoods
are accommodated in land use plans
and resolve conflicts with companies
and conservation areas which have
been imposed on their lands without
their consent.
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seeking to improve their own welfare
by planting rubber, vegetables and
other crops. Pressure on forests is
also intensifying due to the build-up
of populations of Javanese settled in
huge transmigration estates created
with World Bank help in the 1980s.
Other landless people, displaced by
expanding plantations further north
and from the growing population
in Lampung to the south, are also
pressing in on tribal lands. Seasonal
fires to clear forests and peat swamps
on both company and community
lands have led to intolerable levels of
pollution and contribute massively
to Indonesia’s astonishingly high
emissions of greenhouse gases.
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Strategy 3
Legal and policy reform

Supporting women’s land rights in DRC
Around 70% of land in The Democratic Republic of Congo
is rural. Land is a symbol of power and independence for
indigenous and local communities, whether they practise
subsistence farming for domestic needs or make an
income from selling their products.
While women in general, and rural women in particular,
play a key role in transforming and managing land, they
are too often denied the right to own it. Recognising
women’s rights to land, however, is vital for many reasons.
From a social perspective, land-ownership contributes
to women’s empowerment, to their economic security –
such as by giving them access to farm loans – and allows
greater participation in the financial management of their
families.

Forest Peoples Programme

From a legal perspective, recognising women’s right to
land complies with international and regional treaties
and conventions ratified by the Democratic Republic of
Congo, and with the constitutional principle that provides
for equality of all citizens before the law. From another,
non-negligible perspective, recognising women’s right to
land would allow them to reach the new UN Sustainable
Development Goals, which aim to achieve equal access
to land for both men and women, land control and
increasing farming productivity, and income
for small farmers – especially women – by
2030.
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All these international, legal, social and
political considerations, however, are far from
being integrated into DRC’s domestic land
legislations. The reluctance is mainly
due to customary and traditionally
discriminatory views, which
often overrule democratically
voted laws. This has hindered
women’s empowerment, and
the promotion of a fair and equal
society.
Despite the obstacles, Forest
Peoples Programme continues
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to make considerable effort to reinforce women’s rights
to land, make sure they are acknoweldged and respected,
and inform public opinion about the challenges associated
with their implementation. FPP is also fully aware of the
need to take a nuanced approach that, firstly, ensures that
women have fully equal rights to land, whilst, secondly,
ensuring that individualised land ownership is not used
as a tool by the elites to reduce collective tenure regimes
to private property regimes that make communities more
vulnerable to coercion and dispossession by the powerful.
After the African Union declared 2016 the Year of Human
Rights with a special focus on the Rights of Women, FPP
supported the participation of an indigenous woman,
Dorothé Lisenga, at the 59th Ordinary Session of the
African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights. The
discussion focused on the lack of property and land
rights for indigenous women in DRC and on the
need to secure women’s financial independence
so that they can help sustain their families and
support their children’s access to health and
education.
Lisenga’s presentation was very well received
by participants as well as Commissioner Maïga,

The Ogiek have been protecting and conserving their forests and fauna for generations.
© Justin Kenrick/FPP

the chairperson for the indigenous
peoples working group. It was a
very interactive space, where the
panel – mainly composed of other
indigenous women – had the chance
to share personal experiences.
Next steps include ensuring that
follow–up actions are taken,
including building a strong strategy
to push for the legal recognition of
women’s right to land. A positive
signal in this sense came from the
permanent general secretary at the
Ministry of Land Affairs during a press
conference organised by CFLEDD
(Coalition des Femmes Leaders Pour
l’Environnement et le Developpement
Durable/ Coalition of Women Leaders
for Environment and Sustainable
Development) in Kinshasa. Talking
about the need to include women’s
tenure rights in the legal reform
process, Mr Leon Ntondo said that a
presidential ordinance to regulate the
right to land legally acquired by local
communities was being drawn up.
Dorothé Lisenga and other indigenous
women from Africa discussed ways to
support women’s land rights at the
59th Ordinary Session of the African
Commission on Human and Peoples
Rights. © Nadia Mbanzidi/FPP

Conserving the lands they know best
Indigenous peoples and local
communities have powerful
and proven track records in the
sustainable use and community
care of their lands. This is something
that is increasingly recognised on
the ground, in policy fora and in
scientific literature.
Over the years, Forest Peoples
Programme has been working to
support indigenous peoples and
local communities’ desire and
insistence on continuing to sustain
and be sustained by their lands and
territories.
In Guyana, for instance, the
Wapichan people have gained
international recognition for their
work to establish a conserved
rainforest of over 1.4 million hectares
within their traditional lands in the
Upper Essequibo basin. Wapichan
villages are conserving over 100
sites of ecological and livelihood
importance, including spawning
grounds in creek heads and habitats
in the rainforest, forest edge and
savannah woodlands, which support
rare and endemic species such as
the harpy eagle and the red siskin.

In Kenya, the Ogiek returned to
their lands at Chepkitale (the high
moor and forest lands of Mt Elgon)
after being forcefully evicted in
2000 by conservationists. Since
the Ogiek have returned to the
area with their cattle and beehives,
the poachers have kept away
and the elephant population has
increased. Thanks to the Whakatane
Mechanism, the Ogiek have been
documenting their sustainability
bylaws and governance structures.
The Whakatane Mechanism begins
with intense preparatory work with
communities, and with government
and park authorities, to identify
commonalities without seeking
to hide differences, followed by a
joint visit of both parties and crucial
external parties to the ground
to ascertain the reality of the
situation, followed by a roundtable
dialogue to identify the deeper
commonalities underlying the
apparent differences and thereby
develop a roadmap that can secure
community rights and conservation
outcomes.
In Kenya, it led to many
conservationists recognising the
benefits of the Ogiek remaining
on their lands and to the county
government voting to return
the land to them. Many forces
oppose this and Ogiek arrests of
charcoal burners and elephant
>
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In the Colombian Amazon, the
Uitoto, Muinane, Andoke and
Nonuya peoples have documented
traditional knowledge on
the sustainable use of forest
habitats and the maintenance of
agro-biodiversity within customary
systems of forest management,
agroforestry and rotational farming.
The Uitoto and neighbouring
indigenous peoples are calling for
the recognition and support of
indigenous forest knowledge and

agroforestry systems as a core part
of the solution for sustaining forest
biological diversity, respecting
indigenous peoples’ rights and
protecting the climate.
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>
poachers, but with the passing of
the 2016 Community Land Act, legal
recognition is hopefully in sight.
FPP participated in the World
Conservation Congress (WCC) in
Hawaii to propose and support
key resolutions calling for the
recognition of the rights of
indigenous peoples and local
communities where protected areas
have been created on their lands8.
This included Resolution 80 seeking
a strengthening of the Whakatane
Mechanism, and Resolution 29 that
called for recognition of the ways
many indigenous peoples and local
communities care for, self-govern,
protect, sustainably use, restore and

enrich their territories. Resolution 26,
declaring that all protected areas and
the sacred natural sites of indigenous
peoples should be no-go areas for
destructive industrial activities like
mining, dam-building and logging
was also passed, as was Resolution
66 which sought to address the
drastic impact of palm oil on both the
biodiversity of ecosystems and the
human rights of communities.
Resolutions express intentions, but
unless ways to implement such
intentions are developed then they
remain words concealing inaction.
In this vein, Victoria Tauli-Corpuz,
the UN Special Rapporteur for
Indigenous Peoples, pointed out that
50% of protected areas have been

established on lands traditionally
occupied and used by indigenous
peoples, and recommended
clear follow-up action for states,
conservation NGOs, donors and
international bodies, including
properly resourcing the Whakatane
Mechanism. She also recommended
reform to the operational guidelines
through which the World Heritage
Convention is implemented to align
them with the UN Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
and ensure free, prior and informed
consent – something that was
explored in a workshop co-organised
by FPP at the WCC.
8	
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/environmentalgovernance/news/2016/09/progress-made-recognisingrights-communities-world-cons

Groundbreaking action research on land rights in Guyana
The Amerindian Peoples Association (APA) and Forest
Peoples Programme published a comprehensive
participatory study on the land tenure situation of
indigenous peoples and communities in the northwest
district of Guyana in November. The study titled “Our
Land, Our Life: A participatory assessment of the land tenure
situation of indigenous peoples in Guyana”9 is the result
of almost five years of intensive planning, fieldwork and
information compilation. The document was launched in
a major public event10 in Georgetown with government
agencies, the press and village representatives.
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A community mandate for the study was given by
participants at APA’s General Assembly in 2011 when
residents and leaders from 66 Amerindian villages urged
the organisation to produce more evidence about land
rights violations and unresolved land claims and conflicts
affecting their communities.
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From 2012 onwards, representatives from indigenous
villages were trained in action research and carried out
three and four day visits to 43 communities in Regions
1 and 2 talking to the residents and visiting sites of
conflict and specific importance. Smart phones were
used to record testimonies, take photos and to pinpoint
the location of land problems with GPS. In more than
a dozen cases, the work involved as many as three
separate community visits by the research team to check
information, obtain updates and validate findings before
publication of the report.

Key findings:
The land tenure assessment (LTA) results show that a third
of the communities visited have no secure legal tenure.
It also highlights that of the 29 villages that had received
a legal land title, 28 consider the title inadequate as it
excludes significant parts of their customary farming,
Annual Review 2016

Interviews with holders of traditional knowledge and recording
oral history were an important part of LTA fieldwork.
© Tom Griffiths/FPP

hunting, fishing and gathering areas – in several cases
homesteads and even entire settlements have been
excluded. Proof about the negative impact of extractive
industries on community land also stands out. Between
30% and 35% of the titled village lands and about 80% of
the untitled customary lands were affected by mining and
logging concessions in 2015. Serious problems relating to
the overlapping of community customary land rights by
the Shell Beach Protected Area (SBPA) are also highlighted
in the report.
In 2016, the LTA research teams moved to the
mountainous Region 8 area which is the ancestral territory
of the Patamona people. The work began with training
of additional team members self-selected from the
Patamona villages. The expanded LTA field teams visited
23 villages and settlements in the area to collect land
rights information directly from the Village authorities
and local residents and rights holders using inclusive

and participatory methods. The next step is to take the
research to Region 7 and eventually to cover all hinterland
areas with a significant Amerindian population in Guyana.

Action research benefits:
The LTA teams report that the work has made them more
confident in areas of policy, law and technology. They
hope to serve as resource persons for their communities
and peoples in their attempts to claim their rights to
self-determination founded upon secure land and
territorial rights. The LTA fieldwork and team visits
involving public meetings and community workshops
have also raised awareness about land rights and national
land titling initiatives in the villages visited. Village
members have expressed appreciation of finally having
well-researched evidence of their land problems and
intend to use it actively in future advocacy efforts to have
their land rights respected and protected.

Lessons:
The LTA work has highlighted the vital importance of
collective inter-community approaches and actions to
secure land and territorial rights. The LTA project is now
enabling collective land conferences in each region to
facilitate coordination between neighbouring villages and
communities on land rights matters.

Use of results:
The findings of the first LTA report are now being used by
the Villages and APA to inform local, national and global
policies and projects affecting indigenous land rights in
the north west region and throughout the country. To this
end, the LTA results are being inputted to Guyana’s Low
Carbon Development Strategy (LCDS), the EU-Guyana
FLEGT process, the Norwegian funded Amerindian Land
Titling Project (ALT) and an IFAD-funded Hinterland
Agricultural Development Project. The first LTA report has
already received acclaim from national and international
agencies, including the UNDP. FPP and the APA hope

President of APA, Mario Hastings, personally handed the collected
land tenure evidence to representatives of key state agencies and
bodies, including the Guyana Geology and Mines Commission,
Guyana Forestry Commission, Guyana Lands and Survey
Commission, the Ministry of Indigenous Peoples Affairs and the
FLEGT facilitation office. © Ron James/APA

that the LTA experience and methods used in Guyana
may serve as a model for participatory tenure studies
by indigenous peoples elsewhere in South America and
beyond.

Next steps:
The work is expected to build up increased momentum in
2017 with the publication of the Region 8 LTA report and
completion of fieldwork in Region 7.

Donors:
The APA-FPP project is supported by the DFID Forest,
Climate, Markets and Climate Change programme. In
2016 the APA-FPP project also received additional funding
support from the Norwegian International Climate and
Forest Initiative via NORAD in close partnership with the
Rainforest Foundation US.
9 http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2016/12/fppguyanaltainternet.pdf
10 http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2016/12/lta-press-release.pdf

The APA-FPP land tenure survey for Regions 1 and 2 documents multiple land and resources conflicts between indigenous communities
and mining companies in the northwest of Guyana. © Tom Griffiths/FPP
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Integrating communities’ rights in DRC’s new land
reform
In March, Forest Peoples Programme hosted a national
legality seminar in Kinshasa that brought together
government representatives, community members, the
private sector, representatives of research institutions,
international actors and partner civil society organisations
to focus on the current land reform process in the country.
The main objective of the seminar, organised with
the direct involvement of the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC) government through the Ministry of Land
Affairs, was to share information on the land reform
process. The seminar also aimed to create a political
space for indigenous representatives and civil society
organisations to voice their views on the reform process
and the protection of the rights of communities in the
implementation of community forestry initiatives and
climate policies in the country.
The final communiqué set out the major
recommendations of the meeting, including recognising
and securing customary ownership of land, adopting
the draft law on indigenous peoples, restarting the
FLEGT VPA negotiations, strengthening community
capacities through training materials, guides and
tools, and integrating FPIC in the implementation of
development projects. The meeting also recommended
that a technical working group by the cabinet of the
Ministry of Land Affairs be established, composed of
some key stakeholders, to accompany the discussions
on land reform. It also recommended that civil society
organisations should nominate their representative for the
post of permanent secretary of the national commission
on land reform (CONAREF).
The seminar strategically positioned FPP as a key actor
in the land reform process – a position we will use to
advance our efforts at the national and local level to
ensure recognition of the rights of local and indigenous
communities as part of our overall work programme.

This was the latest step of five years of work focused on
supporting indigenous peoples in DRC to regain their
rights to their lands through capacity building. FPP
and partners have also been supporting communities
to be in a position to be able to negotiate with REDD+
projects, deal with developments in community forestry
and engage in intensive advocacy with the national
government to ensure that their right to free, prior and
informed consent under REDD+ is recognised.
FPP's overall DRC programme focuses on developing
community-based forest monitoring to support
community livelihoods, forest sector reforms and effective
implementation of legal and voluntary standards on
human rights, sustainable commodity production and
climate protection. Since 2011, FPP and its local partners
in DRC have been supporting local level information
sharing and training for communities and their support
organisations in REDD+ pilot projects’ zones in eight
provinces: Kongo-Central, Equateur, Mai-Ndombe, Ituri,
Kasai-Central, Lomami, Nord-Kivu and South-Kivu. This
work aims to ensure that forest communities’ rights are
protected in REDD+ plans, and that communities are more
aware of the decisions being taken about their forests and
the potential ways they might benefit or be harmed by
those decisions. Furthermore, the project supports forest
communities to speak directly to the government, as well
as to conservation agencies, with the aim of building
constructive links between forest peoples and key private,
conservation and government stakeholders involved in
REDD+ projects on the ground in the country.
As part of this much larger process, the seminar enabled
a participatory review of legal and policy frameworks in
DRC, and created a space to influence the land reform
process to integrate a rights-based approach in the
implementation of climate initiatives and forest policies.

Forest Peoples Programme

Consultation meeting between communities evicted from Parc National de Virunga in Kiwanja, DRC. © Shikira La Bambuti/PDPI
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Indigenous and local knowledge advances in global
policy
For centuries, indigenous peoples
and local communities have been
managing key biodiversity areas
within their territories, lands and
waters, and their diverse knowledge
systems underpin dynamic interactions between humans and nature.
These inter-linkages between
biological and cultural diversity are
increasingly understood, inspiring
a groundswell that has seen this
message placed front and centre in
global policy processes. Creating a
counter-narrative that recognises the
knowledge and role of indigenous
peoples and local communities in
the conservation and sustainable
use of biodiversity helps to negate
longstanding discrimination against
them and promotes respect for their
human rights.
Forest Peoples Programme and
partner organisations were active
throughout the year in various
projects promoting the values of
indigenous and local knowledge,
including engagement with the
Inter-governmental Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
(IPBES) and the Convention on
Biological Diversity. One of the main
activities was the establishment of a
network of Centres of Distinction on
Indigenous and Local Knowledge,
which was launched during the
4th plenary meeting of IPBES in
Malaysia. The network is composed of
organisations implementing diverse
initiatives on traditional knowledge
such as community-based monitoring
of shifting cultivation and traditional
occupations, revitalisation of sacred
sites, biodiversity assessments and
cultural transmission programmes.

peoples and local communities are
advancing the implementation of the
Strategic Plan for Biodiversity and the
20 Aichi Biodiversity Targets.
The report was warmly welcomed
by the executive secretary of
the Convention on Biological
Diversity, and praised by parties
in COP Decision XIII/3, who
acknowledged it as a complement
to the Global Biodiversity Outlook,
the CBD’s flagship publication.
Some governments expressed
interest in using the publication
as an educational resource in their
countries.

The launch was also a fitting
contribution to IIFB’s celebration of
its 20 years of critical engagement
and collaboration with the CBD.
FPP congratulates the IIFB for its
ground-breaking work over twenty
years within the CBD, deepening
understanding and respect for
the diverse values of traditional
knowledge among governments,
scientists, researchers and civil
society, and for underpinning
biodiversity and community resilience
on the ground.
11 h ttp://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/
publication/2016/12/lbo-english-web.pdf

The Local
Biodiversity
Outlooks
report was
warmly
welcomed by
participants
at the COP13.
© Nadia
Stone/FPP
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Later in the year, FPP attended
the Convention on Biological
Diversity’s 13th Conference of the
Parties (COP13) in Mexico, to launch
the Local Biodiversity Outlooks
publication11. Complete with case
studies submitted by many members
of the International Indigenous
Forum on Biodiversity (IIFB), the Local
Biodiversity Outlooks highlights
how collective actions of indigenous

Participants at COP13, including UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples Ms. Victoria Tauli Corpuz, holding copies of the Local Biodiversity Outlooks.
© Nadia Stone/FPP
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Community meeting in Tshiefu village, DRC. © Patrick Kipalu/FPP
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Securing collective land rights in the Democratic
Republic of Congo
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Over the past five years, Forest Peoples Programme and
local partners in the Democratic Republic of Congo have
been working to inform communities and support them to
legally secure their customary and collective land rights.

adoption of the community forestry decree as well as
subsequent implementation of the ministerial Arrêté.
Together, they lay down terms, conditions and provisions
for the allocation and management of community land.

In order to do so, FPP and local partners have engaged
in a series of activities, including participatory mapping,
and monitoring of the application of safeguards around
REDD pilots, carbon projects and conservation initiatives
in seven DRC provinces. Other activities have included
dialogues and lobbying at the national level in order to
institutionalise principles protecting community rights
both locally and nationally, and promote legal change.

While these are surely positive developments, securing
customary land rights for indigenous peoples and local
communities is still a challenge. As traditional occupation
or possession of land is not yet secured, communities are
very vulnerable to expropriation and land dispossession.

We have also provided legal, technical and financial
assistance to local partners and communities to submit
relevant reports on the issue of access to land rights to
regional and international human rights mechanisms,
including the African Commission on Human and Peoples
Rights, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination
against Women, and the Human Rights Council.
Following adoption of subsequent recommendations
by these human rights bodies, FPP hosted a strategic
advocacy workshop in Kinshasa in March to call for their
implementation and for securing the collective land rights
of forest dependent communities in DRC.
This work has so far led to national acceptance of the
principle of free, prior and informed consent and of the
Annual Review 2016

As of today, the proportion of forests legally owned and
controlled by communities is insignificant (zero legal
recognition of customary forest has occurred over the
past five years), and still – despite this lack of formal legal
recognition – 70% of lands are owned under customary
tenure regimes.
In 2016, FPP and local partners, including PIDP
(Programme Intégré pour le Développement du Peuple
Pygmée / Integrated Programme for the development
of Pygmy People) and Réseau CREF (Le Réseau pour
la Conservation et la Réhabilitation des Ecosystèmes
Forestiers / Network for the Conservation and Restoration
of Forest Ecosystems), sought to follow different routes to
help communities have their land rights officially secured.
As noticed during missions and trainings on the
ground, for instance, certain land titles are held or

registered on behalf of indigenous communities by
local and international NGOs, churches, and other
charity organisations. In relation to this, communities
recommended that PIDP, Réseau CREF and FPP should
increase their support and continue their efforts to
ensure that these titles are retroceded to communities. If
monitored and implemented carefully, the retrocessions
will be an effective way of securing customary land rights
to communities living in six territories of North Kivu,
including Masisi, Beni, Lubero, Walikale, Rutshuru, and
Nyiragongo. In addition to the retrocession process, FPP,
PIDP and Réseau CREF are seeking to explore community
forestry as a potential legal means to secure collective land
titles for the six communities.
Between July and August, we met in Kiwanja with
communities evicted from the Virunga National Park
to discuss ways of securing customary land rights. An

essential step towards this – participants agreed – is to
identify and map the land they use or occupy under
customary law. During the consultations, communities
also requested that FPP and partners should undertake
an inventory of all the traditional land occupied by
indigenous communities (and the traditional land they
have been evicted from) in the six territories. Once this is
done, the next step will be to secure these lands through
official title deeds or request for community forests.
The meeting in Kiwanja also gave FPP and partners the
opportunity to create a space for dialogue between
the traditional authorities of the region, as well as the
provincial administrative and land tenure authorities. This
dialogue being just one example of the many that FPP has
helped facilitate between communities and authorities on
community land tenure in 2016.

Tackling legal barriers to community land rights
In Cameroon and Kenya (as well as elsewhere, see for
example previous article 'Securing collective land rights
in the Democratic Republic of Congo'), Forest Peoples
Programme has been seeking to help communities and
civil society tackle some of the legal barriers to community
rights to land.
During 2016, FPP’s Cameroon team published Behind the
Veil12, a publication examining the barriers communities
faced in accessing information about projects taking place
on their land, based on real-life experiences in our work in
Océan, southern Cameroon over a period of approximately
18 months. The lack of any rights to access information
means communities are vulnerable, not only because
they are unaware of what activities are proposed on their
customary lands, but also because they are unable to hold
companies or government bodies accountable to the
conditions of any project that has been granted.

In Kenya, FPP has been supporting forest peoples to use
the courts, the media13 and dialogue processes to seek
to oppose the burning of Ogiek homes at Chepkitale14,
Mt Elgon, and Sengwer homes at Embobut. Indigenous
forests areas in Kenya are almost always where traditional
forest communities continue their way of life (which

To counter the threat of forced evictions in the name
of conservation (despite the clear evidence that their
presence on their lands is the reason the indigenous
forest there is protected) and to secure their forests, FPP
is supporting them to develop their capacity, as well as
working with other key players such as the Katiba Institute
and land expert Liz Alden Wily, to support traditional forest
communities to secure community title under the 2016
Community Lands Act.
FPP continued to support dialogue processes between
forest peoples, Kenya Forest Service, Ministry of
Environment, National Land Commission, and many
others, to enable them to secure their ways of life and their
indigenous forests: forests which remain because of these
communities’ commitment to sustaining them; and which
are key to preserving the ‘water towers’ of Kenya upon
which forest peoples’ downstream agricultural neighbours
depend.
On 31 August, the Community Land Act (CLA) was
signed into force in Kenya16. This was in the very last
days, as required by the 2010 Constitution; any later and
Parliament itself could have been dissolved. It is significant
that this was one of the laws (of the many required by the
constitution) to be most delayed.
The CLA focuses on how communities are to set about
acquiring formal title for their community lands, and
builds on principles established in the Constitution, most
crucially that community lands exist already and are
community property, although currently held in trust
by County Governments until a community secures a
formal title. The Constitution (Article 63. 1) states that
“Community land shall vest in and be held by communities
>
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In March, FPP presented some of this work at the
Forest Governance Forum held in Yaoundé, making
recommendations about the need to improve
communities’ legal rights to access information from
different ministries at the local and national levels, and to
place obligations on civil servants to provide documents
on request. The presentation also discussed the need
and requirement for government information to be
disseminated more widely than the chief in communities,
which can in fact prevent the community itself, and
particularly marginalised groups within the community
such as indigenous peoples, women, and youth, from
being made aware of, or having access to, information that
has been formally “notified” to a community.

mostly relies on non-timber forest products (NTFPs), bee
keeping and some herding) despite having to struggle to
remain on their lands15.
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>
identified on the basis of ethnicity, culture or similar
community of interest” and, in reference to forest dwellers,
that Community land includes (Article 63 2 d (ii)) “ancestral
lands and lands traditionally occupied by hunter-gatherer
communities”.
Many roadblocks can be put in the way of communities
acquiring formal community title. For example central
government has to enable the process to happen,
including:
ȣȣ formal registration with the Community Land Registrar,
ȣȣ adjudication of boundaries by the Ministry of Lands,
and then approving the
ȣȣ application for a formal Community Title.

FPP continues to work with forest dwellers and key players
to ensure they secure the resources and support to
undertake this process, and to try to secure responsiveness
from the relevant authorities. Communities still have a
mountain to climb, perhaps now it is just an incredibly
steep and precarious path, rather than the impossible cliff
they faced before.
12

http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2016/06/behind-veil-artworkenglish-web-1.pdf
13	
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2016/aug/18/kenyas-ogiek-peopleare-seeing-their-land-rights-brutalised
14	
http://www.the-star.co.ke/news/2016/07/12/does-burning-homes-save-the-watertowers-quite-the-opposite_c1384027
15 	http://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21702175-property-rights-arestill-wretchedly-insecure-africa-title-come?fsrc=rssSecuring%20collective%20land%20
rights%20in%20the%20Democratic%20Republic%20of%20Congo 
16 	http://www.landrightsnow.org/en/news/2016/10/12/kenya-passes-long-awaited-lawenabling-communities-secure-formal-recognition-their-land-rights/

Bagyeli and Bantu women at a consultation meeting in Bella Bas, Cameroon. © Anouska Perram/FPP
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Safeguards for financial investments impacting on
indigenous peoples
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Every year, hundreds of millions of
dollars are invested through public
financial institutions (World Bank,
Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank,
International Finance Corporation,
plus many, many more) that have
direct impacts on the lives, lands and
livelihoods of indigenous peoples
around the world.
These funds are public funds,
taxpayer pounds, dollars and
euros, invested under the guidance
of executive boards formed of
Annual Review 2016

government representatives.
Multilateral finance institutions like
these have poverty alleviation and
development mandates that justify
the use of public funds. Money spent
by these institutions is supposed
to improve lives and protect the
environment.
After significant concerns were
raised in the late 1970s about the
human rights and environmental
impacts of some World Bank projects,
so-called ‘safeguard’ policies began

to be introduced. Safeguards for
indigenous peoples were among the
first to be developed, in response to
hard fought struggles against Bank
financed projects in the Philippines
(Chico Dam), Brazil (Polonoroeste
agricultural colonisation programme),
Indonesia (transmigrasi) and
elsewhere.
In the 1990s useful safeguards
preventing Bank financing for
industrial logging and mega-projects
that would harm old growth tropical

forests and forest peoples were also
adopted. The track record of these
safeguards is mixed, according to the
Bank’s own internal evaluations of
effectiveness, but they did institute a
baseline of standards and a hook for
public accountability of the Bank to
communities and citizens in borrower
and donor countries.
Subsequent revisions of Bank
policies in the early 2000s of the
new millennium saw a major push
back from governments and Bank
staff against these protections. Some
earlier gains were lost and the door
was once again opened for Bank
financing of large-scale projects in
forests.
Indigenous and forest-dependent
peoples and their allies have
continued to insist that World
Bank and other IFI safeguards be
fully aligned with international law
standards on human rights and the
environment and that World Bank
compliance systems should be
completely overhauled to ensure
better implementation of social and
environmental policies. Stronger
safeguards for development policy
lending (DPLs) have been a core civil
society demand since the 1990s.
In 2012 the World Bank launched
a full revision of its social and
environmental safeguards. The
review provided an opportunity
for indigenous organisations and
support organisations like Forest
Peoples Programme to repeat the
decades-long call for consistent high
standards respecting indigenous
peoples’ rights and requiring the
free, prior and informed consent of
indigenous peoples prior to project
approval, and robust standards
to ensure full and meaningful
participation of communities and
civil society in project development
and all other stages of the project
cycle.

The final ESF no longer contains a previously proposed ‘opt-out’
which would have allowed governments to selectively set aside
the requirements of ESS7, the safeguard for indigenous peoples.
However, with the introduction in 2014 of a clarified policy on
when and how the Board can waive operational policies, a similar
‘opt-out’ for operational policies was outlined. In 2016 the World
Bank approved waivers of the current indigenous peoples policy,
Operational Policy 4.10, for projects in east Africa.
This use of a loophole in the existing safeguards and side-tracking
of the Bank’s existing policy on indigenous peoples’ rights, and
the weakened protections in some areas of the new ESF to be
implemented from 2018 onwards, raises fears that the World Bank
will no longer be at the forefront of financial safeguards for the rights
of minorities, including the rights of indigenous and other forestdependent peoples.

obligations, protections for gay and
bisexual people in Bank-funded
projects, and, of particular concern to
FPP, on appropriate protections for
indigenous peoples’ rights.

now strongly advocates for the use
of ‘country systems’ where its own
standards are set aside (under certain
conditions) in favour of national laws
and policies.

The safeguards were also finalised in
a context in which the Bank’s ability
to oversee and ensure compliance
with existing safeguards was called
into increasing question by significant
reporting17 into poverty and
alienation caused by Bank-funded
resettlement projects.

ESS7 on Indigenous Peoples has
been improved to require, for
the first time, FPIC of indigenous
peoples for some forms of
projects. In addition indigenous
peoples must be consulted on the
triggering of ESS7. These elements
are to be welcomed. However, the
Bank continues to fail to require
directly that indigenous peoples
are consulted in the assessment of
potential impacts (a step triggering
FPIC and other critical elements of
the policy), and the policy has lost
the mandatory development of an
Indigenous Peoples Plan, one of the
strongest elements of the out-going
Operational Policy 4.10.

One crucial element of division within
the Board was disagreement between
governments about how protections
for indigenous peoples should be
applied in different contexts, and
whether (as proposed at one stage)
there should be an ‘opt-out’ available
for governments wanting to avoid
applying the indigenous peoples’
policy (see box ‘Opting out’ of human
rights).
The final ESF adopted by the World
Bank in August is a mixed bag. The
overall framework for when these
safeguards are applied is restricted,
including only investment projects
and excluding other major loan
instruments used by the Bank,
including, critically, DPLs. The
standards are required to be met
only ‘in a manner and timeframe
acceptable to the Bank’, raising
questions about how the Inspection
Panel will assess non-compliance
with standards in the future. The Bank

The new ESF will not come into
force until January 2018 as crucial
guidance notes are developed to
accompany the new system. For
indigenous peoples and human rights
organisations like FPP, the content
and strength of these guidance notes,
including a planned guide on how
the Bank and borrowers must respect
free, prior and informed consent in
loan operations, will be a core test
case for the new ESF and its stated
aim of “ending extreme poverty and
promoting shared prosperity”.
17 https://www.icij.org/project/world-bank
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In August 2016 the Bank adopted
a new, revised set of social and
environmental policies – now
called the Environmental and Social
Framework (ESF). The revision of
these safeguards was a lengthy
process, revealing key divisions in
the World Bank Board on issues
such as reference to human rights

‘Opting out’ of human rights
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Strategy 4
Building solidarity

Forest communities in global movement
Almost 2.5 billion people worldwide depend on lands and
natural resources for their livelihoods and survival. Their
life, cultures and beliefs, however, are constantly under
threat as they are often denied full title to the land they
live on, manage and own.

about the land and forest and watched films on the theme
of land rights. Press and media outreach by the villages set
out powerful demands for action by the government and
solidarity by the international community in support of
their land claim.

As indigenous peoples worldwide
struggle to have their land rights
recognised, Forest Peoples Programme
and partner communities joined the
Global Call to Action on Indigenous and Community Land
Rights, a growing movement of hundreds of organisations
and individuals seeking to support land rights worldwide.

Around the same time, newly elected representatives of
the Wampis autonomous government held a summit in
the village of Soledad, Peru, during which they declared
their territory to be in a state of environmental emergency
after a disastrous oil spill affected the community a month
before. The summit also resulted in a signed declaration
asserting that the communities have the right to take
collective decisions about their territory and to reject all
projects imposed without consultation.

The Global Call to Action aims both to support local
struggles for secure title and ownership rights and to
uphold international advocacy positions to improve the
legal and policy framework for collective land tenure.

Forest Peoples Programme

As part of the campaign, indigenous peoples and local
communities in Peru, Guyana, Kenya, Liberia, Suriname
and Malaysia held events and organised activities
to strengthen national and international land rights
movements, secure changes to existing land rights laws,
and implement already existing land rights legislations.
The events sparked a palpable sense of unity over the
communities’ long-running land struggles, and provided
support for crucial advances. The activities created
solidarity between indigenous groups across the world
facing the same threats and helped keeping land rights in
the international spotlight.
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The Global Call to Action also addressed international
policy processes expected to impact on the situation of
collective land rights, including the finalisation of the
World Bank safeguards (see p. 32).
In March, more than a hundred Wapichan and Makushi
villagers gathered in Shulinab, Guyana, to call for
their ancestral land rights to be recognised. Delegates
engaged in collective discussions on ways to move their
land struggle forward and discussed plans for future
engagements with the government. Each village group
gave cultural presentations and shared community songs
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In Suriname the government is unwilling to implement a
judgment by the Inter-American Court on Human Rights

Wapichan villagers demand recognition of land and territorial
rights as part of the Global Call to Action. © Tom Griffiths/FPP

recognising collective land rights in the country, using
the argument that that the territories of the indigenous
peoples and tribal maroon peoples overlap and that
recognising their respective land rights would lead to
conflicts among them. As part of the Global Call to Action,
the Association of Indigenous Village Leaders of Suriname
organised a Krutu (traditional dialogue) with relevant
indigenous (Kalin’a and Lokono) and tribal (N’Dyuka) chiefs
who discussed strategies to pressurise the government
to implement the judgement and reaffirmed the peaceful
coexistence and cooperation of indigenous peoples and
maroons.
In Kenya, the Global Call to Action generated significant
media coverage and exposed the threats faced by
indigenous communities, such as the Ogiek and the
Chepkitale, as they seek to protect their forests.
Inspired by the international support and help generated
by the Global Call to Action, the Sengwer peoples, who

have suffered repeated evictions from their lands for
years, organised a field meeting with the Kenya National
Commission for Human Rights who are consequently much
more aware of the actual situation on the ground, and of
the need to secure traditional and customary land rights.
In Malaysia, indigenous peoples again reached out to the
National Human Rights Commission (SUHAKAM), this time
to invite them to participate in two fact-finding missions
to Pitas and Bigor, Sabah, to investigate the problems
faced by indigenous communities in the area, due to the
development of land-based projects. Indigenous peoples’
organisations in Malaysia, including JOAS, are seeking
follow-up to the landmark SUHAKAM study on threats to
indigenous land rights published in 2016. The missions
were covered by national and international media and FPP
produced a short documentary18 with local NGOs SEPA and
JOAS to support the communities’ claims for land rights.
18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B30sxZubIdA&t=1s

Networking for women’s rights to lands and territories
“Women are known to carry the
concern of many in their hearts; it
is important to have them in the
struggle for land rights,” says Milka
Chepkorir, a woman land rights
activist and a member of the Sengwer
indigenous people of Kenya talking
about women’s involvement in the
struggle for land rights.
“We are mothers, wives, sisters but
also fighters and protectors of the
land,” adds Arnobia Moreno, from the
indigenous reserve of Canamomo
Lomaprieta in Colombia.
As these words highlight, the role of
women in fighting to defend, and
working to sustain, the lands and
territories of their peoples is critical.
Evidence shows that land rights
can increase a woman’s economic
independence and her bargaining
power and reduce her vulnerability to
gender-based violence, and security
of collective tenure for indigenous
peoples secures the futures of both
men and women.

violence against women and girls
around the world. From 25 November
(International Day for the Elimination
of Violence against Women) to 10
December (Human Rights Day),
events and activities are organised
across the world to show support and
call for change.
is itself a form of violence against
women.
Women human rights defenders,
drawn together under the Global
Call, shared their experiences during
the 16 Days of Activism against
Gender-Based Violence to inform
governments, companies and the
public about the struggles they face
to have their land rights recognised
and respected. From Malaysia to
Brazil, from Kenya to Colombia,
women told stories of pride, sacrifice,
empowerment, violence, liberation,
victory and defeat. They shared their
hopes and demands; they called for
their rights to be respected and for
the violence against all human and
land rights defenders – men and
women – to stop.
The 16 Days of Activism against
Gender-Based Violence campaign
is a time to galvanise action to end

Human rights defenders and
indigenous activists are particularly
at risk of experiencing violence.
An increasing number of activists
in the last five years have received
death threats and many have been
murdered as a direct result of their
activism. The perpetrators of such
crimes are often not arrested and
there is rarely accountability for
the companies and the state actors
that are suspected to be behind the
violence.
FPP welcomes collaborative work to
highlight critical issues, and worked
closely with local organisations
and individuals whose stories were
shared, and with international
partners including Oxfam, the Asia
Indigenous Peoples Pact, Rights
and Resources Initiative, and the
International Land Coalition. Further
information about the stories shared
is available on the FPP website.
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As part of the Global Call to Action
on Indigenous and Community Land
Rights, Forest Peoples Programme
joined indigenous and human
rights organisations from all over
the world to raise awareness of the
importance of protecting land rights
to eradicate violence against women,
and highlighted that for peoples with
collective tenure, denial of land rights

Arnobia Moreno from the indigenous
Resguardo Cañamomo Lomaprieta in
Colombia has spent her life fighting for
gender equality and women’s land rights.
© Camilla Capasso/FPP
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Publications
Our Land, Our Life
A groundbreaking study on the
lack of tenure security faced by
indigenous communities in Guyana’s
Northwest District. Published by the
Amerindian Peoples Association (APA)
in collaboration with Forest Peoples
Programme, the report asks for the
government and authorities to move
towards reviewing and amending the
2006 Amerindian Act in order to align it with articles in the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) and other international human rights
law which Guyana is a signatory to. Additionally, the
report recommends that an independent national tribunal
is established to address indigenous peoples’ grievances
and territorial claims.

Sengwer Women’s Experiences of
Evictions
For years, Sengwer women living in
the Embobut Forest in Kenya have
faced forceful evictions carried out in
the name of conservation. Evictions
have exposed Sengwer women to
psychological torture, physical abuse,
assault and extreme poverty due to
the destruction of their homes. By
describing the impact of evictions on Sengwer women,
this report argues that women’s involvement in the
struggle towards recognition and realisation of land rights,
as well as cultural rights, is vital if it is to be successful.

Local Biodiversity Outlooks
A publication bringing together
the perspectives and experiences
of indigenous peoples and local
communities (IPLCs) on the
implementation of the Strategic
Plan for Biodiversity was officially
launched at the thirteenth meeting of
the Conference of the Parties to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD COP13) in Cancun, Mexico.

Forest Peoples Programme

Pinpointing Problems – Seeking
Solutions
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Based on four years of research,
this new briefing presents the land
tenure situation of Amerindian
communities in Guyana and focuses
on the main causes of forest conflicts
in the country. Thanks to the views
of village residents and community
loggers, the report also describes
future approaches and recommendations for solving
conflicts and protecting the rights of forest peoples.
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Industrial Agricultural Supply
Chains, Human Rights and
Deforestation: Call to Action
Indigenous peoples, local
communities and civil society
organisations from all over the
world call the European Union to
take urgent action and respond to
human rights abuses, deforestation
and land grabbing directly and
indirectly linked to palm oil, of which the EU is one of
the main importers. The Call to Action was signed by the
indigenous delegates who visited Europe last April and is
endorsed by hundreds of organisations around the
world.

Securing Forest Peoples’ Rights
and Tackling Deforestation in the
Democratic Republic of Congo
Deforestation and forest degradation
have increased in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), despite
the government’s commitment to
safeguard its forests. This report
draws on existing literature on
deforestation and forest degradation,
and on discussions with forest peoples’ organisations and
with other stakeholders, including field consultations in
three of the DRC’s most densely forested provinces. It
highlights the many socio-environmental impacts and
human rights violations that communities experience in
association with forest loss.

The Rights of Baka Communities
in the REDD+ Ngoyla-Mintom
Project in Cameroon
In Cameroon many indigenous
peoples and communities have been
largely excluded from their traditional
forest resources and live in a state of
extreme marginalisation. The aim of
this evaluation, carried out by FPP
and Association OKANI, is to open
up a space in which to reflect on respecting communities’
rights in the REDD+ processes and help generate a
participative analysis of the impacts of the REDD+ NgoylaMintom pilot project on these communities.

Deforestation and Indigenous
Peoples Rights in the Colombian
Amazon
This new report on indigenous
peoples’ rights and deforestation in
the Colombian Amazon highlights
how effective measures to save the
Amazonian forest need to uphold
FPIC, secure land and territorial
rights, and harness traditional
knowledge. (Spanish only)

Human Rights and Timber in
Supply Chains
This review of existing and draft
Voluntary Partnership Agreements,
carried out by FPP finds that, across
the board, VPAs do not require the
incorporation of human rights laws.
While there have been positive
developments on the ground in
some countries, it seems that to date
the VPAs have had only a limited role in encouraging or
actually prompting pro-human rights reforms as part of
the harmonisation and rationalisation of forestry sector
laws.

Communities in the Driving Seat
This suite of training materials (a
manual and posters) has been
developed for communities in Liberia
to help increase awareness of the
key principles surrounding free,
prior and informed consent and to
improve the implementation of these
principles in practice. The training
tools are intended to support
community education on FPIC and to help communities
to get the best deal they can if they decide to enter
negotiations with companies for use of community lands
and resources.

Behind the Veil
This report describes work
undertaken by FPP, together
with Association OKANI, in the
department of Océan in the southern
region of Cameroon, principally
over a period of 18 months between
October 2014 and April 2016. As this
account illustrates, transparency and
access to information remain key
challenges for communities in Cameroon.

Status and Trends in Traditional
Occupations
This report presents the outcomes
of preliminary research on the
practice of traditional occupations in
indigenous and local communities.
While the rapid assessment only
provides sample insights (from 17
experts in 13 countries), it brings
together unique and diverse stories,
experiences and views on these occupations from a
ground-level perspective.

Respecting Rights? Assessing
Oil Palm Companies’
Compliance with FPIC
Obligations. Volume I and
Volume II
These reviews are the result
of several years of fieldwork
by the Liberian civil society
organisation Social Entrepreneurs
for Sustainable Development
(SESDev), in partnership with
FPP, and is part of a UN Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO)
funded project that examines putting
into practice in Liberia the FAO
Technical Guide entitled ‘Respecting
free, prior and informed consent,
Practical guidance for governments, companies, NGOs,
indigenous peoples and local communities in relation to
land acquisition’.

Report on the International
Workshop on Indigenous
Women’s Rights, Land and
Resources
FPP and AIPP are pleased to
present a follow-up new report
on the International Workshop on
Indigenous Women’s Rights, Land
and Resources. The outcomes of the
workshop, held in Thailand in 2015,
are very relevant today and can help develop strategies
to increase indigenous women’s voices and allow for their
strong and meaningful participation in strategies and
actions to secure the land rights of their peoples.

Pushing for Peace in Colombia
This report synthesises the outcomes
of the first year of an inter-ethnic
project between the Embera Chamí
people of the Resguardo Indígena
Cañamomo Lomaprieta and the
Afro-descendant communities of
the Palenke Alto Cauca – Proceso
de Comunidades Negras aimed at
organisational strengthening and
territorial defence around extractives and ethnic rights.

Report on the 5th Regional
Meeting on Human Rights and
Agribusiness in Southeast Asia
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Human rights violations linked to
agribusinesses in Southeast Asia
compelled concerned human rights
groups to come together at the 5th
Regional Meeting on Human Rights
and Agribusiness in Southeast Asia
on 5 and 6 November 2015 in Puerto
Princesa, on the island of Palawan in the Philippines. This
report summarises the challenges faced by indigenous
and local communities across the region and suggests
possible solutions to uphold their rights.
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Financial Summary
Multi-year grants from government agencies have provided much needed stability for our larger and longer-term
projects. We also value very highly the comparatively smaller grants we receive as they provide a little more flexibility
in terms of reporting and are more responsive to urgent needs. Without them we could not undertake many of the
more narrowly targeted projects that can make a huge difference to specific peoples in defined areas.
2016 has been a year in which global exchange rate markets have been extremely volatile, in particular against
sterling. However we have been able to naturally hedge our expenditure against income in currency which has
meant that activities have not been adversely affected by this currency turmoil. We have been able to fund many
crucial programmes in collaboration with indigenous organisations, particularly at a grassroots level as well as
enabling them to have a voice at international meetings and forums. During the year we carried out several training
workshops in countries where we work closely with our partners on the ground. In particular we carried out
successful finance trainings for our partners in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon and Liberia.
If you would like to see our financial statements, please go to: www.forestpeoples.org/tags/annual-reports
Expenditure in £
Salaries and Fees

1,637,000

Consultants

167,000

Travel and Project Monitoring

248,000

Partner work in the field

1,923,000

Publications and Translations

80,000

Communications

9,000

Office Costs, incl. equipment

217,000

Audit and Legal costs

46,000

Total

4,327,000

Year

Incoming Resources
in £

5,000,000

Total Resources
Expended in £

2009

1,533,000

1,465,000

2010

1,593,000

1,786,000

2011

2,502,000

2,180,000

2012

3,260,000

3,061,000

2013

3,203,000

3,088,000

2014

3,800,000

3,717,000

2015

4,099,000

3,758,000

2016

4,871,000

4,327,000
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